
The so-called final 
parsec problem



• most galaxies contain black holes at 
their centers

• black-hole mass is 106 - 1010 solar 
masses or roughly 0.2-0.5% of the 
stellar mass of the host galaxy

• galaxies form by hierarchical 
merging 

• if two galaxies with black holes 
merge, then after the merger,  the 
black holes are left orbiting in the 
body of the merged galaxy 

• dynamical friction causes the orbits 
of the black holes to decay, so they 
spiral to the center
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• if the BH is isolated,

• if the smaller BH is surrounded by its tidally stripped host 
galaxy,

⇒ in most mergers both BHs quickly reach the center of the 
merged galaxy

velocity dispersion of 
the host galaxy

Dynamical friction timescales 

ratio of dispersions of 
big and small galaxies
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i.e., binding energy of 
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that can interact with it

loss cone:  region of phase 
space in which stars have 
close encounters with the 
binary black hole

slingshot: encounters in which 
ejection velocity is comparable 
to the binary orbital velocity 
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does the binary inspiral stall 
in the bottleneck? 

Hubble time

the “bottleneck”

Begelman, Blandford & Rees (1980)



• decay rates for 40 
nearby galaxies

• properties determined 
from HST photometry 
and spectroscopy

• assumes black hole 
mass from M-σ relation 

• solid lines = high-
luminosity or core 
galaxies; dashed lines = 
low-luminosity or 
power-law galaxies 

parsecs

Hubble time

Hubble time

Yu (2002)
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Hubble time

there are ~ 1-2 orders 
of magnitude in radius 
between 10 pc and 0.01 
pc in which orbital 
decay time exceeds the 
Hubble time (the 
“bottleneck”) 



The long-term evolution of massive black hole binaries at the centers of 
galaxies is studied in a variety of physical regimes, with the aim of resolving 
the ‘‘final parsec problem,’’ i.e., how black hole binaries manage to shrink 
to separations at which emission of gravity waves becomes efficient… 
(Milosavljević & Merritt 2003)



The long-term evolution of massive black hole binaries at the centers of 
galaxies is studied in a variety of physical regimes, with the aim of resolving 
the ‘‘final parsec problem,’’ i.e., how black hole binaries manage to shrink 
to separations at which emission of gravity waves becomes efficient… 
(Milosavljević & Merritt 2003)

The final parsec problem is not a problem, it’s a fact: unless there is some 
error or omission in the standard calculations, most black hole binaries 
don’t merge!
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• orbital times are a strong function of radius ( P ~ r3/2)

• orbital times are short (~102 yr when gravitational radiation 
takes over), Hubble time is long (1010 yr)

• loss cone is difficult to resolve:

• loss cone is a needle-like feature in phase space

• for a fixed mass of stars, 2-body relaxation time is trelax ~ tcrossN/log N

• results depend critically on whether the loss cone is empty or full so 
one cannot rescale results from smaller N -- in general the loss cone is 
empty in real galaxies but full in N-body simulations (Vasiliev + 2013)

• must carry out a simulation with actual number of stars in the central 
1-10 pc, or N ~ 107 - 108  (Milosavljević & Merritt 2003)

Why are N-body simulations so hard?



1. Rapid refilling of the loss cone:

• bottleneck arises because energy loss required to shrink the BH 
binary exceeds the energy needed to eject all the stars that can 
interact with it (“the loss cone is emptied”)

• in standard model, loss cone is replenished only by two-body 
relaxation so this is the rate-limiting step

• other processes may refill the loss cone more rapidly

• Brownian motion of the BH (Quinlan & Hernquist 1997, Yu 2002, 
Milosavljević & Merritt 2003) 

• tidal forces, if the galaxy is non-spherical  (Yu 2002, Gualandris + 2017)

• massive perturbers such as star clusters, stellar-mass black holes, 
molecular clouds, etc. (Perets + 2007) 



1. Rapid refilling of the loss cone:

• what is the upper limit to how fast the binary BH can merge (Gould 
& Rix 2000)?
• for a binary BH of total mass M• to decay by ne e-folds in semi-major 

axis a it needs to eject a mass of stars m ~ neM•

• if the mass m is enclosed in radius r >> a then the minimum time 
needed to eject it is ~ (orbital period at r) X (ratio of phase-space 
volume inside r to phase-space volume in the loss cone)

• m and r are related to the dispersion in the galaxy by Gm ~ σ2r
• then tmerge ≥ ne8/5 GM•c/σ4

• moreover M• ~ 108 M⊙ (σ/ 200 km/s)4

• therefore tmerge ≥1 Gyr (ne/5)1.6  independent of the BH mass, binary 
mass ratio, galaxy properties, etc. 
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Interactions with stars can lead to binary BH merger, but only over 
times exceeding 1 Gyr and only if all conditions are favorable 



Yu (2002)

minimum 
time ~ 1 Gyr



2. Gas accretion:

• a large fraction of black hole growth occurs through gas accretion 
(Sołtan 1982) so over the Hubble time a large gas mass must flow 
into the central parsec

• standard model (Ivanov + 1999,  Armitage & Natarajan 2002, MacFadyen & 
Milosavljević 2008, Cuadra + 2009, Haiman + 2009, Roedig + 2012, Rafikov 
2013, Tang + 2017, Miranda + 2017)

• gas forms a circumbinary disk around the two BHs
• smaller “mini-disks” form around each BH
• most of accretion is onto smaller BH
• torques on binary orbit are both positive and negative so the sign of 

the evolution is still controversial
• if gas accretion leads to inspiral,  ȧ/a  ~ -k Ṁ/M  with k ~ 1
• if bottleneck is ne e-folds in semi-major axis then Mfinal = Minitial 

exp(ne/k) ~ 150 for ne=5 and k=1
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caveats:

• simulations on larger scales (1-10 kpc) do not have the resolution to demonstrate that a 
circumbinary disk forms

• accretion of some gas onto the black hole(s) is likely to blow out the remaining gas
• gas in massive circumbinary disks will form stars (Goodman 2003)
• gas accretion cannot promote merging in massive elliptical galaxies because there is no 

gas
• gas accretion during final stages of merger speeds up the merger and therefore reduces 

the number of potential gravitational-wave sources 



3. Multiple black holes:

What happens if a third BH arrives before the BH binary has merged 
(Hut & Rees 1992)?

• typically the least massive of the three BHs is ejected and the other 
two are left as a binary

• this process (i) shrinks binary semi-major axis (on average); (ii) helps to 
refill loss cone; (iii) generates high eccentricity in binary 

• all three effects can shorten merger time (Blaes + 2002) 

• simulations by Hoffman & Loeb (2007) with plausible cosmological 
initial conditions, gravitational radiation, dynamical friction, etc. find 

• 50-70% contain binary BH at z=0
• only 1-2% have no BH
• 70-95% have at least one BH merger
• ~ 40% contain a BH wandering in the halo at z=0



Evidence for sub-parsec binary 
black holes



• even in the nearest galaxies, the expected separation of binary black 
holes in the bottleneck is too small to resolve

• look for double-peaked broad emission lines in AGN (Boroson & Lauer 
2009, Tsai + 2013).  Caveats:
• could be a chance superposition

• some disk geometries can produce a double peak 

• typically width of individual broad-line regions will exceed difference in 
mean velocity 

• both BHs must be active 

• look for offsets between broad and narrow emission lines in AGN 
(Bogdanović + 2009, Tsalmantza + 2011, Eracleous + 2012, Runnoe + 2015). 
Caveats:

• could be ejected BH or chance superposition

• one and ony one BH must be active 

Evidence for sub-parsec binary black holes



• look for double-peaked broad emission lines in AGN
• look for offsets between broad and narrow emission lines in AGN
• look for periodic photometric variability in AGN (Graham + 2015, Liu + 

2015)

Evidence for sub-parsec binary black holes



Graham + (2015)

Liu + (2015)
Graham + (2015), PG 
1302-102, P = 5.2 yr

Valtonen + (2008), OJ 287, P =12 yr

Graham + 
(2015)

Liu + (2015), P = 1.5 yr 



• look for double-peaked broad emission lines in AGN
• look for offsets between broad and narrow emission lines in AGN
• look for periodic photometric variability in AGN (Graham + 2015, Liu + 

2015). Caveats:
• could be precessing jet, warped accretion disk, disk hotspot, quasi-

periodic oscillations, etc. 
• red noise in quasar variability power spectrum can masquerade as 

periodicity (Vaughan + 2016)
• if most or all of the proposed sources are binary BHs, then the 

stochastic GW background is already inconsistent with current pulsar 
timing limits (Sesana + 2016)

Evidence for sub-parsec binary black holes



• look for double-peaked broad emission lines in AGN
• look for offsets between broad and narrow emission lines in AGN
• look for periodic photometric variability in AGN 
• look for drift in velocity of broad-line region relative to narrow lines 

(Eracleous + 2012, Decarli + 2012, Shen + 2013, Ju + 2013, Wang + 2017)

• follow-up of SDSS candidates after a decade yields no good cases
• < 1% of quasars reside in binaries with separation < 0.1 pc (Wang + 

2017)
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Evidence for sub-parsec binary black holes

despite massive observational efforts, there 
is still no convincing evidence for a single 

sub-parsec binary black hole 



• there is no final parsec “problem” since there’s no evidence that 
supermassive black holes actually do merge

• in the simplest models (no gas, spherically symmetric) mergers 
take 109 - 1010 yr in low-luminosity galaxies and 1010 - 1013 yr in 
high-luminosity galaxies (OK for LISA, bad for PTAs)

• other collisionless effects (e.g., triaxiality) can shorten merger 
time, but not below 109 yr

• interactions with gas or a third black hole can accelerate or 
hinder the merger

• searches for gravitational-wave background and binary black 
holes are now straining the simplest models

• perhaps the black holes don’t make it to the final parsec?

Summary:


